
This past year John’s spader had a starring 
role in Sustainable Farming Fund (SFF) catch 
crop trials. 

John and Lucy van Vliet have two dairy 
farms in Southland. One is Ardmore Dairies in 
Balfour (which they own in partnership with 
Lucy’s parents) and the other is Kiwi Dutch 
Dairies in Lumsden. Both farms are run by 
share milkers.

“I first saw a spader in action in Holland last 
year,” John says. “It was in the first month of 
winter, and a spader was going in straight 
after the sugar beet harvester, putting in win-
ter wheat.

“I thought, ‘I need one of those’. It gets the 
crop in as soon as possible after the winter 
crop paddocks are opened after cows.”

He says Farmax was the only brand of spad-
er he saw working in Holland but there are 
two others.

“Farmax spaders are heavier built and bet-
ter designed for going into hard conditions. 
They don’t clog up with dirt.”

He bought a 3m wide Farmax Rapide 300 
from a dealer in Holland and it arrived in May 
2018. Being a new machine it was relatively 
easy to import,

John says the spader can function as a 
plough, power harrow and seeder all in one 
pass. The advantage it gives over a plough is 
that it does not seal off the bottom, and it is 
medium tillage so it mixes the fertile soil but 
does not bury it. 

“I never rotary hoe. I do a bit of ploughing 
out of grass but I am slowly weaning myself 
off ploughing.”

The only disadvantage of the spader is that 
it can leave more trash and turf on top.

“It could be an issue if you want to work it 
up, but if you do it all in one pass, it is not a 
hurdle.”

He reckons the spader is better than a 
power harrow because it doesn’t smash the 
soil. It lifts the soil and lets it crumble away. 
A roller follows to consolidate the soil after 
mixing.

He uses his Farmax spader with a seeder 
that sits on top and drills at 150-mm spacings.

The spader can work right after a grazed 

THE FARMAX SPADER ESTABLISHING 
AN OAT CROP IN A WINTER GRAZED 
PADDOCK IN THE SFF TRIAL.
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ROLE IN CATCH CROPS TRIAL
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THE FARMAX RAPIDE IS PAIRED WITH A KONGSKILDE 
DRILL FOR ONE-PASS SPADING AND SEEDING.
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winter crop and no other work is required 
beforehand. “Every winter you get a reason-
able spell and decide to plant after the cows. 
It is all beautiful and then you decide to wait 
to power harrow and then it rains again. This 
way you do one pass and it’s done.”

John’s main use for it was planting oats after 
grazing fodder beet, but he has also used it 
in October to work up a paddock to dry it out, 
without planting.

His oats came off at the end of March and 
then he went back in with the spader to plant 
triticale.

The Farmax Rapide can work down to 450 
mm, however John only goes as deep as 250 
mm. He works at 4-7 kph, and runs it with a 
210 hp tractor.

“You could use a smaller tractor, but you’d 
need serious weight on the front.”

Last winter was very wet so there were 
times he chose not to use it. He says it would 
have turned the paddock into a soup of mud, 
although it still would have gone into the pad-
dock.

“It is like an over-sized rotary hoe and it 
pushes the tractor forward so you are not 
pulling it through the ground,” he says. “We 
have rippers in front to slow it down.”

Getting an extra crop and not having empty 
paddocks is John’s main motivation, however 
he also believes farmers need to do their bit 
to prevent leaching.

“It has huge potential in the right conditions 
to pull nitrogen out of the ground.”

There are no downsides as nutrients which 
could leach are treated as a resource.

“Most of the ground is fallow from August 
to October, so if you can harvest a crop of 
three to four tonne – and potentially higher 
– then it is a win/win. Every kilogram of dry 
matter out of it is a bonus. Even if you plough 
it under it is still fertiliser.”

John heard about SFF trials on cover crops 
from his PGG Wrightson representative Tre-
vor Todd. 

Because he also contracts out his spader to 
help cover the cost of it, his spader became 
involved in the Gore SFF trial that established 
oats after winter grazing.

“It was wet conditions and it came up 
looking quite amazing. It was another three 
weeks before they could go on the ground to 
put in the same crop in the conventional way. 
At the field day the spading results were out-
standing. There was a lot of nitrogen sucked 
out of the ground.”

One of John and Lucy’s young employees is 
very keen to go contracting with the spader. 
He has done 100 ha of work for neighbours 
with it.

John and Lucy have also become the New 
Zealand agent for Farmax.    
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BECAUSE IT LITERALLY PROPELS 
THE TRACTOR FORWARD, THE 

FARMAX SPADER CAN GET ONTO 
WETTER GROUND THAN DIRECT 

DRILLS OR CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE 
IMPLEMENTS CAN.
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